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Start Up Rail is our programme to discover new start up 
& small suppliers across the UK.

We have identified from engagement with larger rail 
suppliers that there is a shortage of start up & digital 
companies throughout the UK ready to supply into the 
rail sector.

Our Start Up Rail programme offers regional events 
hosted in tech hubs to stimulate the development of 
rail-based start-up communities.

Companies wishing to support a one off Start Up Rail 
event at a location of their choice will reach new 
communities and encourage innovation into their supply 
chain.



OUR OFFER
Start Up Rail events are hosted away 
from traditional corporate environments 
to to appeal to a fresh generation of 
companies.

The events are promoted through 
networks such as local tech 
communities, enterprise organisations & 
direct targeting of start ups through 
social channels & word-of-mouth.

Who comes to the events?
Start up & small companies are joined by 
attendees including:
• Train operators
• Infrastructure companies
• Manufacturers
• Large suppliers & consultancies 
• Tech cluster agencies
• City region & public sector 

stakeholders

Promotion may be themed to appeal to 
the partner’s particular challenges or 
local ambitions. 

What’s the return on investment?

• Get first access to new suppliers.

• Secure new suppliers before 
potential competitors.

• Save time & resources needed to 
create your own regional supply 
chain programme. 

• Strengthens future bids.

• Realise the creativity of start ups.

• Demonstrate your company’s 
commitment to local economies.

• Exposes your staff to new creative 
business cultures.

• Meet procurement targets.

• Use our network to seek out suppliers 
in novel new locations. 

• Take part in a high-profile industry 
wide collaboration.

• Build resilient digital supply chains.

We are actively seeking supporters for 
our next series of events. Each event 
is produced exclusively “in partnership 
with” one named supporter.

Supporters may be particularly keen to 
resource an event in a location where 
they have an existing base & 
commitment to support regional 
growth.



HOW IT WORKS

Contact: info@railinnovationgroup.com

Visit: railinnovationgroup.com

Will I be the only partner? Partnership secures 
the delivery of a regional Start Up Rail event 
exclusively ”in partnership with” the funding 
partner. In addition, all partners receive 
Corporate Membership of The Rail Innovation 
Group.

Will I be the exclusive partner? Yes, each event 
partner will be listed on our website. If partners 
are unable to provide full support for an event, 
The Rail Innovation Group may consider a joint 
partnership event, subject to discussion with 
interested partners.

Can we as partners invite stakeholders? Partners 
are welcome to invite their own stakeholders to 
events.

How many people will attend? What is the 
mixture of attendees? What guarantees are 
there on attendance? Optimum attendance is 
c.30-40 attendees (influenced by the size of the 
local tech community). Through our network we 
promote each event targeting local companies, 
public sector stakeholders & larger organisations. 
Previous events have been well attended with a 
diverse audience. The Rail Innovation Group will 
make best efforts to ensure a well attended, 
diverse event; however, attendance may be 
impacted by external factors on the day.

Which geographic locations are suitable for 
additional events? Can you produce international 
events? Locations are subject to discussion to 
support the partner’s local ambitions; events in 
city centre locations, with good public transport 
access, attract the most interest. International 
events may be possible but would require 
additional time & resources to prepare.

Who finds the venue? The Rail Innovation Group 
locates suitable venues in each city centre 
location & undertakes all liaison with the venue. 
The Group will arrange for refreshments during 
the event.

What type of venues do you use? Can we host 
the event at our offices? We locate suitable 
venues with good access to public transport. 
Previous venues have included co-working 
spaces, galleries, business cooperatives & a 
dance studio. The Start Up Rail programme is 
designed to reach out & appeal to diverse 
suppliers – hosting events in corporate locations 
may not result in the optimum mix of attendees.

How do you discover new companies? That’s our 
secret!



PARTNER FEEDBACK
“We made excellent contacts from the Start 
Up Rail event in Bristol, resulting in a live trial 
for AIVR with a train operator.” 

Emily Kent, Co-Founder, 
One Big Circle

“The Rail Innovation Group’s Start Up Rail 
programme will help to unleash the 
potential of UK tech communities to meet 
national challenges and promote global 
opportunities for even the newest UK 
businesses.”

 
UK Minister of Business and Industry 




